The 96790HVI provides users with tactile sensitivity, dexterity, and abrasion resistance. This glove offers a 15-gauge gray nylon shell with high visibility orange premium nitrile foam on the palm and fingers. The premium nitrile foam offers excellent abrasion and grip protection. The 96790HVI offers a personal reminder to “WATCH YOUR HANDS” on the back of the glove. It is available in sizes Small through XXL.
"WATCH YOUR HANDS" Hi-Vis Logo Leather Gloves

These Gloves All Feature:
• Unlined Full Back, Leather, Driver
• Orange Hi-Vis Fingertips with Orange "WATCH YOUR HANDS" Logo on Back
• Slip-On Open Cuff
• Shirred Elastic Back

3100HVI Sizes: S-XL
• Premium Grade Split Cowhide Leather
• Stitched Orange Hi-Vis Fingertip Material
• Straight Thumb

3150HVI Sizes: XS-XXL
• Industry Grade Grain Pigskin Leather
• Stitched Orange Hi-Vis Fingertip Material
• Keystone Thumb

3213HVI Sizes: XS-XXL
• Industry Grade Grain Cowhide Leather
• Stitched Orange Hi-Vis Fingertip Material
• Keystone Thumb

3215HVI Sizes: S-XXL
• Economy Grade Grain Cowhide Leather
• Stitched Orange Hi-Vis Fingertip Material
• Keystone Thumb

3215PI Sizes: S-XXXL
• Economy Grade Grain Cowhide Leather
• Painted Orange Hi-Vis Fingertip Material
• Keystone Thumb

3413HVI Sizes: S-XXL
• Industry Grade Grain Pigskin Leather
• Stitched Orange Hi-Vis Fingertip Material
• Keystone Thumb
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